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So my question is, is it the CPU failing? My Macbook has to overheat so it can't stay idle for too long.
I've seen CPU failing post's on the Apple forums, and I would rather not have to take my battery out.
What is the best way to check the CPU? Also, I've looked at the SMC, and there are no errors. Where
can I look for the SMC? Will this allow me to at least know the health of the CPU? I just installed my

Windows 7 on my 2012 Macbook Pro. I decided to use the OWC Data Doubler by clicking the
download link on the Macbook Pro's OS X install disk. It seemed to work perfectly. When I came

home to the Macbook Pro, I booted into OS X and tried to download and install a software update.
Upon trying to run OS X Disk Utility, I noticed that Disk Utility doesn't allow me to do so because the
OS X disk was removed, claiming it was not protected or encrypted. I then reinstalled it and I can run

Disk Utility, but I can't download software updates. I then tried removing the Windows 7 disk and
reinstalling it, which allowed me to download and install the software updates. Any ideas on how I
can get OS X to recognize my SSD as another disk instead of the Macbook Pro's optical drive? Hi,

Thanks for your response. I was wondering if the external optical drive data doubler would be able to
take the capabilities of the OWC Mercury Extreme Pro SSD in the optical bay and transfer it into the
main bay so I could load and start Ableton Live 9 or Logic Pro X or as other video editors that dont
require an optical drive in the main bay as a file recovery one.? My data doubler has a 500 GB hard
disk inside but the main bay has a 500 GB SSD and I’m more worried about the main bay. I am not
trying to install a SSD or any other drive in the main bay. I’m just trying to avoid an optical drive in
the main bay, so I can have more room for more storage and not have the limitations of having to

use a USB 3.0 cable for the optical bay. Will I be able to connect an optical drive to the main bay? Is
there a way to load a video editor or operating system and have them recognize the optical bay?
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tünk, i hope the raid 0 is up and running. i have read though that time can be very important to the
firmware for new uefi systems. i did get a new firmware from owc in this machine in feb 12 13. i just
got it today (i have an extra one) and got a sudden reboot with a warning to call owc. im curious is
this same, or is it a totally different firmware, in case the multiple posts i have read through are all
saying different versions of firmware. hopefully the latest one works better last week i got a new
battery-doubler for my macbook pro 13" that had a dead storage. and the guy put it into an old
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toshiba satellite and it failed after 10 mins of usage. so i got it back and there was no chance for me
to plug it in and setup a new one because it was dead. i am afraid i cant get the newest version from
jordan (i am lucky if i can get the 13 full crack version from you). i want to try the newest version of
the software but i don't know if its worth it. i am tryiong to force the device to run in sata 2 mode

and that is not working. the computer does not recognize the device. i just bought a new ssd and its
the same problem. what can i do? it has been a week or more that i have been waiting for someone
to post somehting. kind of sucks since i spent $1600 on a new ssd. i am just backing up a macbook
pro..i just wanted to see if my magic trackpad is going to work with macbook pro.and it is working
fine.i will need to send it back to get a new one when i run out of battery in the logitech headset

which is not a problem anyways i decided to try the battery dabbler..and did this on my old battery
which had died.and i had to take out the old battery and everything else on the laptop for it to

install.so.its me again. i tried to take off the battery and gave it to kuant: 5ec8ef588b
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